The Butterfly Ballad
by Guy Belleranti

(Sing to the tune of “Mary Had a Little Lamb.”)

Butterfly starts as an egg,
As an egg, as an egg,
Butterfly starts as an egg,
Let’s see what happens next.

Caterpillar hatches out,
Hatches out, hatches out,
Caterpillar hatches out,
Let’s see what happens next.

Caterpillar gobbles leaves,
Gobbles leaves, gobbles leaves,
Caterpillar gobbles leaves,
Let’s see what happens next.

Caterpillar grows and sheds,
Grows and sheds, grows and sheds,
Caterpillar grows and sheds,
Let’s see what happens next.

It becomes a chrysalis,
Chrysalis, chrysalis,
It becomes a chrysalis,
Let’s see what happens next.

Butterfly comes out at last,
Out at last, out at last,
Butterfly comes out at last,
And then it flies away.
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